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THE MARKET
From the time founder Willis Haviland Carrier
invented the basics of modern air conditioning in
1902, Carrier Corp. has been the world’s largest
manufacturer and distributor of heating, ventilat-
ing, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems and a
global leader in the commercial refrigeration and
food service equipment industry. 

Today, Carrier is also an
industry leader in energy
efficiency, dedicated to cre-
ating environmentally sound
products and solutions that
fulfill customers’ demands
while preserving precious
natural resources. 

The company combines its global HVAC and
refrigeration expertise with the responsiveness of
its local operations to provide unmatched exper -
tise to a global market. Carrier’s continued suc-
cess is a testament to its staunch commitment to
providing the highest level of quality and service
to customers around the world. 

Carrier, a wholly owned subsidiary of United
Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX), is headquar-
tered in Farmington, Connecticut, with about
45,000 employees in more than 170 countries.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The invention of modern air conditioning forever
improved the way people live, work, and play.
Few would pack into a theater on a steamy July
day, endure a back-to-school sale in the dog days
of August, or work in a high-rise office building
without it. 

In addition to keeping people comfortable,
Carrier products also play an important role in
preserving, protecting, and providing climate
control for many of the world’s treasures and
most beloved landmarks, including the Sistine
Chapel, the U.S. Library of Congress, the Great
Hall of the People in Beijing, and the Tate Modern
Art Gallery in London.

And when environmental concerns took cen-
ter stage in the 1990s, Carrier became the first
manufacturer to develop home comfort products
using non-ozone-depleting Puron® refrigerant, the
chlorine-free replacement for the popular R-22
hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) refrigerant —

doing so six years before any competitors and 
14 years ahead of government mandates.

Puron refrigerant is the first widely used,
environmentally sound refrigerant that won’t
deplete the ozone layer. As other manufacturers
scrambled to switch over to chlorine-free refrig-
erants, Carrier meticulously built a full line of
reliable Puron refrigerant–based products to ful-
fill nearly every possible application. 

With more than 3 million units with Puron
refrigerant installed, Carrier is well positioned to
meet additional government mandates in 2010,
when HCFC production will be reduced even fur-
ther and all newly manufactured equipment must
use ozone-friendly refrigerants.

HISTORY
On July 17, 1902, Willis Carrier solved one of
mankind’s most elusive challenges: controlling
the indoor environment. His genius gave birth to
modern air conditioning. 

It all started when the Sackett-Wilhelms
Lithographing Co. — a Brooklyn, New York,

printer — couldn’t print a satisfactory color
image due to changes in temperature and humid-
ity that altered paper dimensions and misaligned
the colored inks. Carrier, armed with little more
than some old U.S. Weather Bureau tables and a
slide rule, designed a solution that stabilized the
temperature and moisture in the air so the paper
stayed the same size regardless of the ambient
temperature or relative humidity. 

The solution became the design for the first
modern air conditioning system to control tem-
perature, humidity, and air circulation, and to
cleanse the air. Twelve years later, Carrier took
his modern marvel to the home, installing the
first residential air conditioning application in the
Charles Gates mansion in Minneapolis.

He soon made his mark on other facets of
everyday living. In 1924, J. L. Hudson’s in Detroit
became the first air-conditioned department store.
In the summer of 1925, people came in droves to
Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in Los Angeles and
New York’s Rivoli Theatre to enjoy the latest
motion pictures. Later that year, thousands flocked
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